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Hello to our members! 

We hope you are enjoying the new website and have become familiar with its great features! Summer
is almost here and we are gearing up for many fun things coming our way! Be sure to like us
on Facebook so you can stay up to date! 

Remember, we will be closed on Monday, May 28 for Memorial Day! However, you still will be able to
access Online Banking! To view all of our 2018 Holiday Closings, click here.
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You can now make automatic deposits at the ATM! 

We are making your ATM experience faster, easier, and more convenient!

Now you can make automatic deposits at the ATMs at the Rosedale and Laurel branches.   

 To learn more about ATM deposits, click here.
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Congratulations to our VIP Quarter 1 Winner!
Whitney Witt with the Woodville branch contributed the highest
amount of volunteer hours!

Congratulations to Whitney Witt who contributed the highest amount of volunteer hours during Quarter
1 through our Volunteer Investment Program!

Here is a complete list of our other winners!

First Place - Whitney Witt (Woodville Branch)

Second Place - Jared Mason (Jasper Branch)

Third Place - Christy Cooley (Woodville Branch) 

Fourth Place - Jessica Jobe (Woodville Branch) 

Each winner got to choose a charity to receive a donation from Education First. The winners chose
Aishel House, Relay for Life, Southeast Texas Humane Society, and the Tyler County Caring is
Sharing program.

Through the Volunteer Investment Program, our employees are encouraged to give back to the
Southeast Texas community through volunteer hours. To learn more about the VIP program, click here.
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Most Important Types of Insurance for Your Small
Business
Comprehensive coverage for a strong safety net

You worked hard to launch your business, and that hard work continues every day as you do your part
to make it a success. No matter how hard you work, however, some things are out of your hands.
Fortunately, with the right business insurance, your business will be protected from adverse events.

Here is some information about the basic types of insurance for your business and the part that they
can play in helping it succeed:
 

A general insurance plan

A business owner policy (BOP) is typically the first type of insurance that small business owners
consider because it offers comprehensive coverage based on the most common needs of businesses.
A BOP is about breadth and not depth, however, which is important to note when evaluating whether or
not your coverage is sufficient. If your business has any particularly risky areas due to its type or
location, then you may need to purchase a significant amount of additional coverage.

 

Insurance for the physical assets

Even if your business runs out of a small space, your physical assets would likely cost far more to
replace than you realize. For example, a problem with a computer system can cause tremendous
financial strain throughout all of your operations. Commercial property insurance is what you need to
prevent instances like this.

“Property insurance covers everything
related to the loss and damage of
company property due to a wide-variety
of events such as fire, smoke, wind and
hail storms, civil disobedience and
vandalism,” explains the U.S. Small
Business Administration (SBA). “The
definition of ‘property’ is broad, and
includes lost income, business
interruption, buildings, computers,
company papers and money.”

 

Peril-specific policies

These are also known as named-risk
policies, and they specifically cover only
what is listed, whereas an all-risk policy
covers all risks that are not specifically
excluded. Peril-specific policies can be good for businesses that are located in particularly risky areas
where coverage is limited in all-risk policies, such as coastal areas that are more prone to flooding.



 

Insurance for liability

There are several types of liability insurance that you should be aware of, including general liability
insurance and professional liability insurance, which is sometimes known as errors and omissions
insurance. Another common type is product liability insurance.

“If your business manufactures products for sale on the general market, product liability insurance is a
must,” states Journalist and VIP Contributor to Entrepreneur John Boitnott. “Even a business that takes
every measure possible to make sure its products are safe can find itself named in a lawsuit due to
damages caused by one of its products.”

 

Auto insurance

A commercial auto insurance policy will protect company vehicles that are used in the regular course of
business against damage. Many businesses rely on their vehicles to transport products, people and
employees, so finding a good policy is very important.

“Non-owned auto liability policies may also be considered to protect the company in cases of
employees driving their own cars on company business,” comments Katie Truesdell in an article for The
National Federation of Independent Business (NFIB).

Purchasing insurance for your small business is a balancing act between buying too much and not
buying enough, and the consequences for each can be wasted money. If you don't have enough
insurance, you can be left scrambling to come up with enough cash to stay afloat during a tough time.
But, if you have too much insurance, the amount you spend each month could be better spent
elsewhere—either put right back into growing your business or placed in high interest investments.

The information above should be a good launching point for you to start determining a good balance for
your business, but as always, your insurance agent or broker is the best person to ask to find the most
accurate expert opinion.
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Guide to Investing in Your 30s
If you’re in your 30s, now is the time to prioritize investment

Your 30s are a time of transition. While you are no longer in the beginning years of adulthood,
retirement is still far away. Investing may seem like less of priority than starting a family, purchasing a
home or paying off student loans.

While these are important goals, your 30s are a crucial decade for investing. According to finance writer
Paula Pant in an article for The Balance, if you begin saving for retirement at age 30, you will need to
save at least 15 percent of your income to retire at age 65.

Whether you’ve already prioritized investing or need a place to begin, these are some options to help
you build wealth and save for retirement.  

Focus on your 401(k)

If your employer offers a 401(k), maxing
it out is one of the most important
investing steps you can take in your 30s.
According to the IRS, the maximum you
can contribute in 2018 is $18,500. Your
contributions are taken from your
paycheck before taxes and are not taxed
until you make withdrawals for
retirement. “Perhaps best of all, many
employers will match your contributions,
at least up to a cap,” finance writer Arielle
O’Shea notes in a February 2017 article
for NerdWallet. “That’s free money you
won’t find through other offerings.” If
you’re unable to contribute the maximum
amount to your 401(k), taking full
advantage of your employer’s match is a
good place to start.

Consider a Roth IRA

If you’ve maxed out your 401(k), or if you don’t have access to one, consider opening a Roth IRA.
According to O’Shea, Roth IRA contributions “go in after tax, which means no tax in retirement. Your
money also grows tax-free in a Roth IRA.” For 2018, the IRS says you can contribute $5,500 to a Roth
IRA unless your income is above $120,000.

Other investment accounts

Beyond your 401(k) and Roth IRA contributions, investing in stocks is another avenue to consider.
Picking individual stocks is one option, although successfully doing so requires a high level of research
and expertise. Another option is an index fund. According to finance writer Dayana Yochim in an
August 2017 article for NerdWallet, “When investors buy an index fund, they get a well-rounded
selection of many stocks in one package without having to purchase each individually. And because
these funds simply hold all the investments in a given index … management fees tend to be low. The
result: Higher investment returns for individual investors.”



Investment risk 

Any investment involves risk. However, O’Shea writes, “Risk is one reason there’s such emphasis on
investing when you’re young—young people have a long time horizon before retirement, which means
they can worry less about short-term volatility. That allows them to accept risks that should lead to
higher average returns over the long term.” For example, stocks offer a higher return on investment,
but they are also riskier. Bonds and mutual funds carry less risk but a lower return rate. A more
aggressive investment strategy for your 30s might emphasize a heavier allocation of stocks with a
smaller percentage of bonds. Then, as you get older, you can slowly shift your investments to focus on
safer holdings. 

While in your 30s, it is important to prioritize investing in retirement, especially if you’re only just getting
started. Whether that’s the case or you’re building on what you’ve invested, the additional effort will
help put you on the path to peace of mind and a secure retirement.
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Have you seen our Financial Education videos?

Managing your finances can be challenging - that's why we have our Financial Education videos to help
members make smart financial decisions! These videos cover topics such as the basic of budgeting,
planning for retirement, and stock market trends! To view these videos, visit our Financial Education
Center  and click on the "Videos" tab!

What Financial Education topics would you like to learn more about? Be sure to fill out our
survey on the newsletter homepage to let us know! 
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6 Ways to Improve Your Credit Score
Practical steps to enhance the health of your finances

Credit scores are a sensitive topic for many people. The National Foundation for Credit Counseling
performed a survey which indicated that more people would be more embarrassed to admit their credit
scores than their weight (30 percent vs. 12 percent).

Having a healthy credit score is necessary if you wish to apply for loans to help finance big-ticket
expenses such as a house or a higher education. According to Pat Curry, contributor with Bankrate,
your credit score determines the interest rate the lender will charge you for the money that you borrow.
The higher your credit score, the better your loan terms will be and the less interest you’ll have to pay.

If your credit score needs a boost, don’t despair. Here are six practical strategies to increase it.

Fix errors

According to Curtis Arnold, contributor
with Forbes, the first step to improving
your score is to dispute errors on your
credit report. These errors could be late
payments that you actually paid on time
or accounts that aren’t yours. It could
also be a debt that is shown as
“outstanding” when you’ve paid it off.
Make sure to scan your report for old
debts that shouldn’t be on the report. As
Curry explains, “Negatives are supposed
to be deleted after seven years, with the
exception of bankruptcies, which can
stay for as long as 10 years.”

Pay down your credit card balances

Next, work on paying off your balances
on the credit cards you own. Start with the cards with the highest utilization, as Bev O’Shea, contributor
with Nerdwallet, advises. It can take just two months of paying down your credit balances to boost your
credit score enough to attain the next tier of loan pricing, according to Curry.

Under-use your credit cards

It’s also wise to use the credit cards you do have sparingly, as Arnold states. How often you use your
credit card and the portion of your credit line that you’re using impact your credit score. Credit bureaus
calculate your credit score based largely on your “credit utilization ratio” (i.e. how much of your available
line of credit that you’re using). Aim for a credit utilization ratio of 20 percent or less, as Elyssa Kirkham,
contributor with Student Loan Hero, recommends.

Increase your credit limit

Another practical step is to raise your credit limit. “The higher [your credit limit] is, the lower any balance
you carry will be in comparison,” as Kirkham points out. Be cautious about increasing your credit limit,
though. It only works if you are disciplined enough to refrain from maxing out this more expansive line
of credit that you’ve initiated.



of credit that you’ve initiated.

Resolve past due bills

Per O’Shea, payment history is one of the largest factors that impacts your credit score. If you have any
past due bills, it’s important to resolve them. Call the creditor, pay the amount you owe them, then ask
them to rescind any reported delinquencies so they’re eliminated from your credit reports.

Set up auto pay

Make use of contemporary resources, like automated payment settings, to help ensure that you
consistently pay bills on time. This feature is especially useful if you have multiple payments you’re in
charge of, such as utilities, school loans, car payments, child care and mortgage payments.

By implementing these positive changes to your finances, you’ll be on your way to elevating your credit
score to the level you need to secure loans with better rates.
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Unique Ways to Commemorate Memorial Day
10 ideas for honoring the military on May 28th

Whether or not you have a friend or relative who is serving in the military, Memorial Day is a holiday
that provides the opportunity to honor those who put their lives on the line to protect the freedoms we
enjoy every day in America. Here are 10 thoughtful ways to pay tribute on this occasion, many of them
suggested by USMemorialDay.org.

Attend an event

Check out local Memorial Day events in your
area. From festive parades to 5K races, this
holiday spurs many region-specific celebrations
in which you can participate.

Give financially

This date is a great occasion to raise funds for
a military-focused nonprofit organization of
your choice. Wingman Foundation, Air Force
Aid Society and Children of Fallen Patriots are
just a few of the worthy groups you can
contribute to in honor of Memorial Day. For
additional charities to support, check out this
extensive list .

Corporate potluck

Gather your coworkers and organize a potluck
to take place the week before Memorial Day. Encourage people to bring in grilled hot dogs and
hamburgers as well as many of the trimmings and sides.

Write a letter

Show your appreciation for those currently serving in the military, as well as retired veterans, by writing
a letter and sending it via an organization such as Operation Gratitude. This site even has helpful tips
for crafting your letter, depending on whether you’re addressing it to a new recruit, a first responder, a
deployed troop or a veteran.

Cemetery visitation

Research what veteran cemeteries are in your vicinity, then plan a trip to visit one of them. Bring
flowers and/or U.S. flags to place on some of the graves as an additional expression of honor.

Send a care package

This is a great idea for workplace teams as well as families. Visit the Support Our Troops® website for
recommendations of which items to include in your package, as well as which products to avoid
sending.

Random act of kindness

Former and current service members often sport their military attire on Memorial Day. If you find



yourself in line with a service member at a restaurant or coffee shop, offer to pay for their order as a
small “thank you” for their commitment to our country.

Cubicle décor

The week before Memorial Day, consider decorating your cubicle with patriotic décor. This could be in
the form of small U.S. flags, a red checkered tablecloth or a banner of red and blue paper stars at your
desk, as depicted on Homedit.com.

Visit a local memorial

What better way to honor the day than by heading to a memorial in your area? If you’re not sure which
sites are near your place of residence, Military.com has done the work for you. Simply browse the
website  and select your state to view memorials close by.

One minute of silence

Each Memorial Day at 3 p.m., U.S. residents across the nation pause for 60 seconds to remember and
ponder the sacrifices of the military, both in the past and in the present. Even if you have to work
through the holiday, take just a moment out of your day to participate in this brief observation that
President Clinton initiated back in 2000.

While backyard barbecues are a common sight on Memorial Day, consider supplementing your
celebration this year by incorporating any of these 10 ideas into your family’s festivities.
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Tell us why your mom is a SUPERSTAR! 

Mother's Day is almost here! Tell us why your mom is a superstar and you could win a $75 gift card to
Massage Envy!

To enter, post a picture of your mom on your Facebook page and tag Education First FCU and tell us
why she's a superstar! Be sure to tag us to be entered!

For official contest rules, click here. Contest will run from May 1 - May 10.
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Unique Graduation Party Ideas
Make your graduate’s party pop with these creative tips

Graduation is one of the proudest times in a person’s youth, marking an academic achievement and
the transition to the next stage of their life. Although this occasion is often commemorated with a party,
a lot of these celebrations tend to be boring, cookie-cutter affairs. There are some ways, however, to
make the graduation party far more unique and memorable.

Grad-style treats

Snacks are a centerpiece of any party,
and a graduation party is no exception.
You could go for the usual, boring tray of
cheese cubes and crackers, but with a
few clever tricks, your party could have
some far more appropriate food.

Buzzfeed offers a couple great grad party
food suggestions. For example, set out a
selection of ring pops with a placard
reading “class rings.” Then, with a little
melted chocolate, some miniature
Reese’s cups, chocolate squares, some
Airheads sour belts and a bit of
construction, make bite-sized chocolate
mortarboards.

Finally, after all that construction work,
finish with an easy project. Tie ribbons around Pirouette cookies for easy “diploma” cookies.

Tweak the note jar

Graduation parties will often include a note jar where guests can leave bits of wisdom or well-wishes for
the graduate to read after the party is over. However, this doesn’t need to be done with a humdrum
empty jar and stack of paper.

For a little graduation day flair suggested by Pro Flowers, have guests roll their notes into little diplomas
and tie them with a piece of ribbon. Or, for a note “jar” that will be revisited over and over, put out a set
of Jenga blocks with some permanent pens and ask the guests to write their notes on the game pieces.

Get clever with the guest book

Closely related to the note jar is the traditional guest book. A regular old scrapbook works fine, but you
can take that idea to the next level with a few variations on the theme.

If you know a quilter you can ask for help, tweak an idea from A Smith of All Trades and have the
guests write their names on partially-white quilt squares, then assemble them into a handy blanket to
warm both the grad’s body and heart. Or, for an art-loving grad, take this idea from ‘i do’ it yourself and
have guests fill in a peacock’s tail with colorful thumbprints using inkpads — just be sure to have some
cleaning wipes on hand so guests can clean the ink off their fingers afterward.

Have some fun with photos



If you are stuck for creative decorating ideas, a graduation party always benefits from displayed photos.
For example, if your graduate is something of a shutterbug, The Thinking Closet suggests raiding their
Instagram and using their photos, plus string and clothespins, to create banners. For an added twist,
give the photos a Polaroid-style border and write a message along the bottom of the pictures.

Alternatively, take an idea from Studio DIY and hang your graduate’s pictures overhead tied to the ends
of balloons. This can be given an extra personal touch by adding photos of all of your grad’s friends
with senior superlatives (either official or made up).

With these ideas, your grad’s party is sure to impress and be a memorable occasion that they can look
back on years later.
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Wedding Gifts That Mean (But Don't Cost) a Lot

Wedding Gifts That Mean (but Don’t Cost) a Lot
Receiving a wedding invitation should be exciting, not dreadful. But if it’s not the first one this season,
or if you’re keeping a wary eye on your budget, getting that embossed white card in the mail could
bring mixed emotions — and the search for a tactful way to decline. 

One-third of Americans have skipped or considered skipping a wedding because they couldn’t afford to
attend, according to a recent survey from NerdWallet, conducted online by The Harris Poll. Their
reluctance to attend is understandable, considering that the average reported budget for a close
friend’s wedding gift was $128, according to the survey. 

“Many wedding guests look at a friend’s bridal registry and start doing the math,” says Courtney
Jespersen, NerdWallet consumer saving expert. “But thankfully, the $100 coffee maker and $200
vacuum aren’t your only gift options.”

Here are several budget-friendly wedding gifts that cost far less, or even nothing at all.

Go in on a gift with a group. Other guests may be in the same boat, and if the wedding registry has
gifts at various price points, there’s an opportunity for you to pool your gift budgets and choose
something the couple really have their eyes on. Check with friends you know are on the guest list and
choose an amount to spend that fits everyone’s budgets.

Shop off-registry. You don’t have to stick to the wish list the couple put together, particularly if there’s
nothing on there within your budget. 

“It’s perfectly fine for a guest to go off-registry,” says Diane Gottsman, national etiquette expert and
founder of The Protocol School of Texas. “A registry is a useful guide that makes sure the bride and
groom get what they need. However, a guest can also feel free to write a check or purchase something
else they know the bride and groom will enjoy.”

» MORE: 3 tips for the ideal wedding guest

Give an experience. If the happy couple are millennials, there’s a good chance they’d love an
experience more than a material gift anyway. Offer to plan and prepare a romantic picnic or help them
build a garden in their backyard, Gottsman suggests.

Contribute to a larger cause. If it’s good enough for Prince Harry and Meghan Markle, this may work
for your friends, too. More than 4 in 10 (43%) millennials say they’d prefer to donate to charity in a
couple’s name than buy them a registry gift, according to the NerdWallet survey. This is an appropriate
gift if the couple has requested charitable contributions in their name or if you know they feel strongly
about a certain cause or organization. Most charities don’t have a donation minimum, so you can spend
as much or as little as you want.

Help fund a honeymoon (or home). Honeymoon and even down payment funds are increasingly
popular choices for couples with pending nuptials. If your friends have set up such a registry, it’s a good
option for guests with fixed budgets. 

» MORE: How to cut wedding guest costs



Get creative. Personalized gifts often mean the most. If you’re artistic, write the couple a meaningful
poem or paint them a picture. You could also pay for someone else’s creativity — getting a relatively
inexpensive photo frame personalized with the wedding date or couple’s last name, for example, makes
a unique gift that may come in well under the average gift budget. 

“A gift doesn’t have to be expensive to be significant,” Gottsman says. “The most important thing is to let
the bride and groom know you’re happy for them and wishing them a lifetime of happy memories.”

More From NerdWallet

Student Loans: Are You Making Repayment Harder?
6 Earth Day Deals to Save You Green
Your Parents’ Financial Advice Is Probably Wrong (for You)

The article Wedding Gifts That Mean (but Don’t Cost) a Lot originally appeared on NerdWallet.
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